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2. DEVICE NAME

Proprietary Name: BIO-GIDE®
Common/Usual Name: Resorbable Bilayer Membrane for Guided Tissue and Bone

Regeneration
Classification Name: Barrier, Animal Source, Dental

3. PREDICATE DEVICES

BIO-GIDE® - K960724 and K042197

4. INTENDED USE

BIG-GIDE® is recommended for:

* Simultaneous use of GBR-membrane (BIO-GIDE®) and implants;

* Augmentation around implants placed in immediate extraction sockets;

* Augmentation around implants placed in delayed extraction sockets;

Localized ridge augmentation for later implantation;

* Alveolar ridge reconstruction for prosthetic treatment;

AFillin g of bone defects after roo t resection, cystectomy, removal of retained teeth;

* FillGuided bone regeneration in dehiscence defects; and

* Guided tissue regeneration procedures in periodontal defects.

5. DEVICE DESCRIPTION

BIO-GIDE® resorbable bilayer membrane for guided tissue and bone regeneration. B10-

GIDE® is a pure collagen membrane obtained by a standardized controlled
manufacturing proccss. The collagen is extracted from veterinary certified pigs and is

carefully purified t o avoid antigenic reactions. BIO-GIDE® is sterilized in double

blisters by gamma irradiation. BLO-GIDE® has a bilayer structure. The porous surface -

facing the bone - allows the ingrowth of bone forming cells. The dense surface suface -ing

the sofi tissue -prevents the ingrowth of fibrons tissue into the bone de fect. The
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membrane is made of collagen type I and type III without further cross-linking or

chemical treatment.

6. BASIS FOR SUBSTANTIAL EQUIVALENCE

BIG-GIDE® resorbable bilayer membrane for guided tissue and bone regeneration is

substantially equivalent to Geistlich's existing product, BIO-GIDE® K960724 and

K042197. The only difference between the new product and the BIG-GIDE® product

previously cleared is the addition of heating step of 70°C for at least 30 minutes. This

additional heating has been required by the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service

of the United States Department of Agriculture as assurance that the organisms

responsible for Classical Swine Fever and Swine Vesicular Disease have been destroyed

as a condition of importation of the products.

The revised manufacturing process has been validated and tests have been done that

confirm that the additional heating step does not affect the final product and that, as such,

it is substantially equivalent to the previously cleared predicate product.







Indications for Use

510(k) Number (if known):

Device Name: BIO-GIDE® Resorbable Bilayer Membrane for Guided Tissue and Bone
Regeneration.

Indications for Use: Simultaneous use of GBR-membrane and implants; augmentation around
implants placed in immediate extraction sockets; augmentation around
implants placed in delayed extraction sockets; localized ridge
augmentation for later implantation; alveolar ridge reconstruction for
prosthetic treatment; filling of bone defects after root resection,
cystectomy, removal of retained teeth; guided bone regeneration in
dehiscence defects; guided tissue regeneration procedures in periodontal
defects.

Prescription Use X AND/OR Over-The-Counter Use

(Part 21 CFR 801 Subpart D) (21 CFR 801 Subpart C)

(PLEASE DO a-1IS LINE-CONTINUE ON ANOTIIER PAGE OF

Division of Anesthesiology, General Hospital,
Infection Control, Dental Devices
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